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ACT ONE

Scene 1: Duke’s Palace
Scene 2: Somewhere in Athens
Scene 3: Woods near Athens
Scene 4: Woods
Scene 5: Woods

ACT TWO

Scene 1: Woods
Scene 2: Woods
Scene 3: Somewhere in Athens
Scene 4: Duke’s Palace

There will be one 15 minute intermission between Acts I and II

The Collective

Last year’s production of Antigone was an exciting experience for cast and crew because, in truth, there was no one director. There was an ensemble effort from day one. Wishing to explore other ways of collective work, some of our recent graduates and present students took on the role of “collective director” for Midsummer. Although time and schedules could not allow for the complete collective experience, the show has benefited from the additional guidance of Stacy DeZutter, Anjeanette Kittrell, and Chris Davis.
Cast
(in order of appearance)

HIPPOLYTA, Queen of Amazons and Duchess-to-be ................ Misty Wakeland
THESEUS, Duke of Athens ..................................................... S. Stinson Liles
PHILOSTRATE, Servant to the Duke ........................................ Chuck Cardona
EGEUS, father of Hermia.................................................... Martin Russell
HERMIA ................................................................................ Anne Schilling
DEMETRIUS............................................................................ Shane Beeson
LYSANDER ............................................................................. Jimmy Myatt
HELENA ................................................................................ Amy Matheny
QUINCE .................................................................................... Eric Underdahl
SNOUT ....................................................................................... Dina Facklis
STARVELING ............................................................................. Louise Casini
FLUTE ......................................................................................... Mal Johnson
SNUG ......................................................................................... Ric Crowder
BOTTOM ................................................................. Andy Robinson
PUCK, Oberon’s fairy ............................................................. Kevin Collier
FAIRY ...................................................................................... Wendy Walters
FAIRY ....................................................................................... Chad McGee
FAIRY ....................................................................................... Kristi Bolton
PEASEBLOSSOM, a fairy ......................................................... K.Y. Watkins
COBWEB, a fairy ................................................................. Helen Glover
MUSTARDSEED, a fairy .......................................................... Dana Peterson
WILLOW ................................................................................... Jennifer Tacker
MOTH, a fairy ................................................................. Lindsay Odom
OBERON, King of the Fairies .................................................. Chris Hall
TITANIA, Queen of the Fairies ................................................ Catherine Eckman
SPRITES ................................................................................ Orion Burcham
Alison Kamhi
Courtney Munson
Justin Polhmann
Elizabeth Shandley
Anna Traverse